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1. INTRODUCTION 

Who discovered the moon? The 
moon was there even before the first 
Homo Sapiens had settled on this planet 
Earth. 

Ever since the early settlers in 
the Midwest discovered tornadoes, they 
must have seen small funnel-like. clouds 
hanging around the main funnel. They 
could not, however, decide if they were 
separate tornadoes .or some strange 
features of a single. tornado. 

Only about 100 tornadoes per 
year were confirmed by the U. S. 
Weather Bureau when the official collec
tion of tornado data began in 1916. 
Obviously, the Weather Bureau did not 
count multiple funnel clouds as multiple 
tornadoes, thus ignoring them in com -
piling the annual tornado frequencies. 

People, nonetheless, kept seeing 
the rather erratic damage left behind by 
tornadoes. They coµunented, for 
instance, "my house was badly damaged 
but the wind did not touch my neighbors. ; . " 

The Weather Bureau, in the early 
days, explained this strange act of 
tornadoes as being the touch down and 
skipping of the funnel cloud. . One way or 
another, the general public accepted 
this explanation rather smoothly, saying 
the tornado lifted after damaging my 
house but before reaching the next-door 
neighbor . .. . 
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Aerial photography during the 
1950s unveiled the two-dimensiol'ial 
patterns of storm damage. Numerous 
photographs showed strange views in 
which house$ were left standing sur
roWlded by smashed structures. A 
text-book type tornado, acting alone, 
cannot possibly perform repeated touch 
downs and skippings to generate such a 
distribution of damage. 

While flying in a Cessna over the 
pad.ts of more than 150 tornadoes, large 
and small, intense and weak; Fujita and 
his collaborators took thousands of 
aerial photographs. These pictures, 
aloo.g wid.t still and motion pictures, 
collected during the past two decades 
have led the author to come up with the 
idea of multiple-vortex tornadoes. 

Namely, the wind field of a 
tornado is unlikely to be axially sym
metric. The asymmetry is so significant 
that a tornado vortex is either accom -
panied·by or broken up into several 
sub-tornado-scale vortices. The author 
termed these vortices the "suction 
vortices". 

Other terms such as "secondary" 
and "satellite vortices.•'• had been sug
gested, but they were rather misleading. 
After the passage of a tornado, severe 
damage and/or deaths occur predot;tti
nantly inside the narrow bands marking 
the paths Of these vortices. They repre
sent the primary damage swaths with 
extremely high winds and pressure varia
tions. 
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The tenn "satellite vortices" is 
also improper to use, because only about 
603 of these vortices orbit around the 
tornado center, while others move 
differently. 

2. DEFINITION OF SUCTION VORTICES 
(by Fujita and Forbes, as of July, 1976) 

A suction vortex is a fast-spinning 
column of air embedded inside the tornado 
circulation, observable as a swirling 
dust cloud with or without a c9ndensation 
funnel inside. The vertical acceleration 
of the air near the surface is greater than 
g, the gravitational acceleration, while 
the vortex diameter rarely exceeds 30 m 
(100 ft). The·spinning rate of the vortex 
is estimated at 25 to more than 45 m/sec 
(100 mp°h). Its traveling speed, governed 
by the airflaw inside the parent tornado, 
could be as fast as 90 m/sec (200 mph): 

One or several suction vortices 
swirl concurrently within a tornado .. The 
types and estimated occurrence proba
bility of these vortices are shown in 
Table 1. 

Table l . Type• of auction vorticee to be found indde 
or in the vicinity of tornadoH. The probel>ility 
denote• the Htt.ated: nlllll>er of the auction 11Vatha. 

Type• and Al>breviatione Prob. Deecription and Ground llarka 

OrbU:in9 Vortex (OSV) '°" Orbit• around the tornado core 
(loo;i>in9 or acallopift9 mark) 

Prift9• Vortex (PSV) 2°" 
central Vortex (CSV) l°" 

Stray Vortex (SSV) 6" 
Inetantaneoue Vortex (ISV) 2" 
Peripheral Vortex (PSV) 2" 

Spirals in toward the tornado 
core (creacent or apiral mark) 

llobbl•• around near the tor
nado center (lineatioo mark) 

Straya arOlllld outaide th• tor
nado core (lineation mark) 

Swirl• ...,.entarily (avirl mark 
or r_,,,al •pot) 

Developa acme distance -•Y 
from the parent fllllll•l. often 
identified aa a aeparate tor
nado 

The internal circulation of suction 
vortices, often obscured by thick clouds 
of dust, is rarely seen by man. Their 
presence and the paths can be inferred 
by the ground marks such as removal or 
clearing bands, deposit lines, and 
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high-wind swaths. Structures and objects 
along these swaths experience, in addition 
to the tornado's fury, abrupt pressure 
changes, coupled with horizontal gust, 
vertical suction, and twisting forces. 
Large missiles ·are likely to be generated 
by strong suction vortices. 

The· schematic location and move
ment of suction vortices is shown in 
Fig. 1. The riiimber of orbiting vortices 
at a given time vary between 2 and 7 with 
an average number· of 4. The central · 
vortex, seen near the center of a small 
tomado;· travels.with the parent tornado 
while wobbling around its center. 

S.UCTION VORTICES WITHIN TORNADO 

• INSTANTANEOUS VORTEX 

... , ~' I ,/ . \ 
STRAY VORTEX ( t • CEN~ VORTEX 

'•...._ J ORSITING VORTEX 

---------2E VORTEX . 
\ 
\ 

' ' . 
'~IPHERAL- VORTEX(OR A TORNADO) 

Pig. 1 . Type of· auction vortices within .tor
nado. The orbiting· vorticea are the moat popular 
onea. They circle around the tornado center but 
their life ia abort. Only a few vorticea live 
long enou9h to COCllplete one orbit. 

3. NATURE OF SUCTION VORTICES 

A suction vortex can schematically 
be divided into two parts , the inflow 
vortex and the helical vortex. ' 

Inside the inflow vortex the air 
spirals up until it reaches the base of the 
helical vortex in which the air rises along 
helix trajectories (see Fig. 2). 

If we asswne an axial -symmetric, 
steady-state helical motion inside the 
lielical vortex, the pressure gradient and 
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Fi q. 2 . A suction vortex consis t i ng of t wo 
vortex parta. Inside t he inflow vortex, the 
low-level air spirals in and rises , being accel~
rated by the verti cal gradient of non-hydrostatic 
pressure. Upon entering the helical vortex, the 
air rises along h e lic al paths. 

the centrifugal force must balance, per
mitting us to equate 

I __Q_E__ 
= P dr ( I ) 

where v;- and Ws are the tangential 
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and vertical velocity of the air rising 
along a helix; re , the radius of curvature 
of the helix; p , the air density; and 

d PI d r , the pressure gradient. By 
expressing the ascending angle of the 
helix by (} , we write 

Ws - Vs tan 8 

re - r sec 2 8 (2) 

The above equations permit us to reduce 
Eq. ( 1) into 

vf (I + tan2 8) = _I d P 
r sec2 e p dr 

or ...::£ -r . 
I dP ---p dr 

This is no more than the cyclostrophic 
wind equation. We are , thus , able to 
compute the pressure distribution inside 
the helical vortex as a function of Vs , 
the tangential component only. The 
vertical velocity, Ws , does not contribute 
to the pressure distribution. · 

The standard method of pressure 
integration, under the Rankine vortex 
assumption, permits us to express the 
deficit pressure by 

n I 2(R•)r. r:. - P. - -p v. -"' ' - 2 ' r outside the core 

where P.., is the environmental pressure; 
P, , the pressure at the distance r ; 
and Rs, the radius of maximum wind. 

Although the deficit pressure is 
constant along the vertical inside a helical 
vortex, it decreases as the height inside 
the inflow vortex decreases . 

If we express the deficit pressures 
at the top of the inflow vortex and at the 
surlace by !::. P" and fl. P0 , respec
tively , we may write 

fl.Po= (I - f) ll.P.t 

(4) 

(6) 



where f denotes the filling factor. 
When f = 1. 00 or 100% filling, no 
pressure gradient exists on the surface 
where u = v = w = 0 . In reality, 
however, f is smaller than 1. 00 
resulting in a fractional filling such as 
50%, 25% filling, etc. 

The mean vertical acceleration 
inside the inflow vortex can be expressed 
by 

(Po-aPo )-(Pu-aPu )_g 
H 

PgH + (bP.. -8Pp) _
9 

H 

= -Js- --=a;..;.R ..... " -~......;;6;;;;...8""'0-

= ...L ...M. p H 

The maximum acceleration occurs at the 
center of the vortex where the deficit 
pressure is largest. Combining Eq. ( 7 ) 
with F.q. ( 5) at r = Q, we obtain the 
vertical acceleration at the center of the 
inflow vortex. 

(7) 

_ t vl 
0(CENTERI.- H (8) 

Naturally, the vertical acceleration is 
the largest when f = I . (Tobie 2) 

Table 2. Vertical acceleration acting upon the 
air at the center of the inflow vortex (in 9 unit). 

Inflow Depth Maxi.mum tangential velocity in m/s(mph) 
me ters(ft) 10 (22} 20(45) 30(67) 40(89} 50 (112) 

5(16) 2xg Sxg l8xg 33xg 5lxg 

10(33) l 4 9 16 26 

15 (49} 0.7 3 6 11 17 

20(66) o.s 2 5 8 13 

25(82) 0.4 2 4 7 10 

30(98} 0.3 1 3 5 9 

The vertical acceleration which 
drives convection currents in meteorology 
is the buoyancy force. 

T'-T 
a = g T (9) 

which is only a small fraction of g , the 
gravitational acceleration. The vertical 
acceleration in Eq. ( 8 ) is induced by the 
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vertical gradient of the non-hydrostatic 
pressure, which is about two orders of 
magnitude larger than the buoyancy 
acceleration. 

The helical vortex literally sucks 
up the air spiraling inside the inflow 
vortex. "Suction vortex" would be the 
most suitable term in expressing the 
nature and behavior of such a vortex. 

4. HISTORICAL ASPECTS OF SUCTION 
VORTICES 

After the wake of the Scottsbluff 
tornado of June 27, 1955, Van Tassel 
(1955) found CIRCULAR MARKS in aerial 
pictures (see Fig. 3). 

Fig. 3. Circular marks left by the Scottsbluff 
tornado of June 27, 1955. After Van Tassel 
(1955}. 

Under the assumption that the marks 
were left by a SINGLE a3JECT caught 
in the tornado funnel, the rotational speed 
of the object was computed to be 484 mph. 

This speed is apparently too high 
because the assumption of multiple objects 
will cut down the rotational speed to 
484 + n. 

- _ ... 
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Prosser's (1964) SURFACE MARKS 
near Shelby, Iowa on May 5, 1964 define 
the axis of most intense destruction. They 
gave the impression that an enormous 
vacuwn cleaner had swept the ground 
clean of vegetation , loose soil, and other 
movable objecus ... 

Fujita (1966) photographed, from 
1000 ft, the CYCLOIDAL MARKS left by 
the Kokomo tornado of April 11, 1965. 
He fowid that the reflectivity of the marks 
change considerably according to the 
viewing angle relative to the sun. 

The Barrington, Illinois tornado 
of April 21 , 1967 was surveyed both from 
the air and the ground. The light marks 
in the field consisted of short pieces of 
com stubble deposited on a plowed field. 
Fujita, Bradbury, and Black (1967) 
measured the deposit as 8" high and 
5' wide. The marks gave the impression 
of a deposit or litter left by the suction 
forces of the tornado (see Fig. 4). They 
called the marks CYCLOIDAL SUCTION 
MARKS. 

Pig . 4. A close-up viev of a cyc l o idal mark 
in the walte of the Barrington tornado of April 21. 
1965. Photo by Fujita s tanding on a 6-ft ladder. 

Waite and Lamoureux (1969) 
obtained a 458-mph speed using the 
Charles City, Ia. tornado of March 15, 
1968 and Van Tassel's hypothesis. The 
speed, thus computed, will have to be 
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divided by 11 , the number of items which 
circled around the tornado's core. The 
term CORN STRIATION was used in 
identifying the ground marks. 

In their comprehensive study of 
the Palm Sunday Tornadoes of April 11, 
1965, Fujita, Bradbury , and Van Thullenar 
(1970) hypothesized that the ground marks 
represented the paths of the SUCTION 
SPOTS. 4 to 5 suction spots were con
firmed as having circled simultaneously 
around their parent tornado core. It was 
assumed that the suction effects were con
centrated at several spots at the radius of 
maximwn wind. The traveling speed of 
the s pots were 104 to 118 mph. 

While making an aerial survey of 
the Lubbock, Texas tornado of May 11 , 
1970, Fujita (1970) noticed the circular 
bands of heavy damage across the city 
(refer to Fig. 5, drawn in the helicopter). 
He postulated that the circular bands 
called SUCTION SWATHS represent the 
paths of suction spots. 26 of the 28 deaths 
in the city occurred within the suction 
swaths. 

1.'.:,;4.~b--4~~~~ • 
Pig. 5. Original s ketch o f t he s uc t ion swaths 

across Lubbock, d r awn by Fu j ita i n a low-flying 
h el i copt er. 

Ward (1970) s ucceeded in pro
ducing TWIN AND MULTIPLE VORTICES 
in his laboratory model at NSSL. Thes e 
vortices circled around the core of his 
laboratory tornado. 



On April 30, 1971 , Fujita (1971) 
made aerial photographs of a giant dust 
devil with multiple vortices circling 
around its center. As shown in Fig. 6 
these vortices intensified at the core 
boundary where the larges t convergence 
is expected to occur. Not all vortices 
made one complete rotation arowid the 
core, indicating that their life is very 
short. 

MODEL OF SUCTION SWATHS 

INT(N$1F't(ATIOH Of 
SUCTION \ORTO 

PATH OF Coit( C(NT[R 

Fig. 6. A model of a giant dust devil accom
panied by several subvortices. Thes e subvortices 
formed inside the sector where the convergence of 
the inflow air was most significant. 

The Japanese tornado of July 7, 
1971 showed definite evidence of the 
suction spots in rotation. One of the six 
suction swaths found in the north suburb 
of Tokyo moved across a sweet potato 
field. The final direction of the stretched 
vines gave the patterns of the fossil winds 
which are highly rotational and convergent. 
Fujita et al (1972) called these vortices 
the SUCTION VORTICES inside the 
tornado. 

Suction vortices were known to 
rotate around the tornado center. The 
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PATTERN OF SWEET-POTATO VINES 

LEFT BY SUCTION VORTEX "v1• 

' •r M(T[lll'S ,... ... ..,., ..... ~~,~--~,-
10 20 Jo r-cu 

Fig. 7. Fossiled streamlines of the final wind 
preserved by the stretched vines in a sweet potato 
field. The July 7 , 1971 tornado near Tokyo left 
behind damage patterns very simi lar to those of 
u. S. tornadoes. 

Iowa tornado of September 28, 1972 did 
something different. The NWS at Dubuque , 
Ia. called the author to determine if there 
were 26 tornadoes or not. The author's 
aerial survey revealed the paths of 
numerous suction vortices. The swath 
of a STRAY SUCTION VORTEX (SSV) 
and an INSTANTANEOUS SUCTION 
VORTEX (ISV) were identified (see 
Figs. 8 and 9). 

Fig. 8 . Two stray vortices whi ch moved along 
two parallel tracks on both aides of an Iowa farm. 
Even weak outbuildings we re intact i n the cattle 
feed area. The Sept. 28 . 1972 tornado ~as a ccom
panied by different types of suction vortices. 

- ....... 
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Fi9. 9. Fossiled streamlines of an instan
taneous suction vortex in a corn field left by the 
Sept. 28. 1972 tornado. Apparently. the vortex 
swir led momentarily and disappeared. 

The Pearsall, Texas tornado of 
April 15, 1973, surveyed by Fujita (1973), 
moved across a young wheat field, leaving 
behind a number of suction swaths. Stalks 
were blown down and pulled into the center 
of the suction vortex, resulting in a 
swirling pattern of wheat s talks (see 
Fig. 10). The suction swaths are made 
vis ible by the differential reflection of 
the sunlight. As a result, the swaths 
are visible only from certain directions 
relative to the sun. This is why suction 
swaths had not been photographed in the 
past (see Figs. 11- 14). 

Pig. 10. A swirling pattern of wheat stalks 
alon9 the path of a suction vortex. 
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Fig. 11. The appearance of vortex swaths vary 
according to the viewin9 direction. This picture 
was taken while looking toward the north. Swaths 
are ver:y distinct. Pearsall tornado of April 15. 
1973. 

Fig. 12 . A view looking toward the northwest. 

Fig. 13. A view looking toward the northeast. 

Fig. 14. A view looking toward the southeast. 



The superoutbreak of 148 tornadoes on 
Ap:ril 3-4, 1974 left behind a number of paths 
showing the activities of suction vortices. 
Shown in Figs. 15-17 are the typical dimens ions 
of the tornado core, made visible by the paths 
of a centra l suction vortex, orbiting suction 
vortices , and twin suction vortices of a giant 
core tornado. The figures were chosen from 
3000 aerial photos taken after the outbreak. 

- I 

Pi9. 15. The path of a small tornado on 
April J, 1974 ne a r Resaca, Geor g ia. 

Fi9. 16. The loopin9 marks of a medium diame
ter tornado on April 3. 1974 near Anchor . Ill. 
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Pi9. 17. Giant-sized loopin9 marks on April 3. 
1974 near Homer Lake , Illinois . Occasional 
double lines suggest that a suction vortex with
in a giant tornado splits int o twin vortices. 

Numerous fUIUlel pictures also were 
collected from the public in the storm areas . 
of interest are the rapid changes of suction 
vortices made visible by condensation fUnnels 
inside. A sequence of Xenia tornado pictures 
by Mr. Hess shows a rapid change of suction 
vortices (see Figs. 18 and 19). 

Fi9. 18. The early stage of the Xenia tornado 
of April 3 , 1974 ahowinq helix-shaped condensa
tion funnels (Photo by Mr. Hess). 

- _ ..... 
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Fig. 19. Several aeconda later a SJDall, vio
lent •uction vortex fol"llled near the ground and 
ro•e rapidly (Photo by Mr. Beaa). 

The appearance of looping marks in an 
open field implies the paths of non-violent 
vortices, because they are characterized by 
narrow bands of the deposit. The suction vor
tices, apparently, failed to lift the light objects; 
they were left behind. The situation is entirely 
different, once the looping paths are traced 
into the forest. Trees were snapped, blown 
down, or uprooted along the looping paths, 
revealing that the suction vortices were violent 
at the level of the tree tops in the forest (see 
Fig. 20). 

Fig. 20. Path• of the orbiting vorticea (OSV) 
inside the Second Tanner tornado of April 3, 1974. 
The looping marka, characterized by depoait line• 
i n the open field, turned into the bands of 
blown-down trees in the foreat. 
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On the day of the Omaha tornado, May 6 , 
1975, a violent tornado wiped out Magnet, a 
small Nebraska community. One of the best 
looping marks was photographed from 500 ft 
above an open field (see Fig. 21). 

Pig. 21. Looping -rka left by the Magnet 
tornado of May 6, 1975. 

The Sadorus tornado of March 20, 1976 
was filmed from two opposite directions With
out knowing of the existence of these movies, 
Fujita and Forbes made an aerial photographic 
survey on the 21st. There were dark looping 
marks with 150 to 160 meter widths. The 
diameter of the swirling dust column, as shown 
iii· Fig. 22, was 350 meters . 

Fig; 22 • . Duat column of the Sadorua tornado of 
· March 20, 1976. The· maximum speed of th• column 
at 200ia above the ground waa 202 mph. Thia, how
ever, doea not repreaent the maximum wind speed 
hidden deep inaid• the column. Refer to Fujita, 
Porbea, and Ulllenhofer (1976) . 

This ·evidence is very important because 
the edge of the .. dust column was located at a 
radius - -which was about twice the radius of the 
core--where the maximwn winds a re expected. 
Figure 22, thus, leads to an interpretation as 
follows: 

1 
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Total horizontal speed at 

h = 100 m, r = 180 m • . . . . 69 m/sec 
Traveling speed of tornado 

20 m /sec 
Tangential speed at 

h = ~00 m, r = 180 m , . . . . . 49 m/sec 
Rankine tangential speed at 

r = 80 m core radius .. .. . 110 m/sec 
Total horizontal speed at 

h = 100 m , r = 80 m : . . . . . 130 m/sec 
290 mph* 

*This speed includes partial tangential 
speed of OSVs hidden inside. By adding 
25 to 30 mph, the maximwn wind speed 
at h = 100 meters is estimated to be 

315 to 320 mph. · 

The total horizontal speed at h = 40 m 
was 62 - 65 m/ sec, indicating, naturally, a 
decrease of the maximum wind speed toward 
the ground. 

The looping marks , on the other hand, 
show that the R/T ratio (Revolving speed/Trans
lational speed) of orbiting vortices was 2. 5. 
Another independent estimate of the maximwn 
wind speed based on these ground marks is 

Traveling speed of tornado 
20 m /sec 

Revolving speed of OSVs 
. . . . • . . 50 m/sec 

Max. traveling speed of OSVs 
. . . . . . . 70 m /sec 

or about 155 mph** 

**This speed does not include the 
tangential speed of OSV. By adding 
SO to 100 mph, the max, wind speed 
is estimated to be 

205 to 255 mph, 

The mean values of the estimated 
wind speeds are 

from movie . . . . . . . . . . . . 317 mph 
from ground marks ..... 230 mph 

difference . . . . 87 mph 

The error is significant, probably because 
we still do not know the structure of tornadoes 
including their subvortices. 
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This result boils down to a speculative 
conclusion: that the photogrammetric compu
tations and interpretations currently available 
are still inaccurate. Needed in estimating the 
maximum wind speeds of tornadoes are the 
detailed analyses of a number of violent tor
nadoes based on movies and aerial photo -
graphs together. 

When a suction vortex travels over a 
city . its kinetic energy at the lowest levels 
will be lost, thus reducing the street-level 
wind significantly. As soon as the vortex 
moves out of the city, however, its energy 
is re8tored. 

The Lafayette tornado of March 20, 
1976 showed a remarkable recovery of 
orbiting vortices after their travel across a 
forest and several houses. Trees were 
uprooted and houses were smashed to the 
ground, leaving a band of debris strewn over 
200 m into the field. Aerial photographs 
of the forest and the houses showed no signs 
of suction vortices which might have existed 
above tree-top and roof-top levels. 

Pig. 23. Looping mark• which redeveloped i n an 
open field to the northeast of the two houses 
deetroyed by the Lafayette tornado of March 20 , 
1976. 

- _ .... 



Less than 50 m downwind in the open 
field, however, several looping marks 
formed and continued further, implying·that 
a number of orbiting vortices _had moved over 
these trees and houses. 

During the past 22 years, since 
Van Tassel:-attempted to determine the tor
nado wind speea based on a single object 
assumption, our knowledge of the sub-tornado
scale vortices has been increasing rather 
steadily. Accelerated data gathering, which 
has been very successful in recent years, has 
contributed a lot in confinning"the existence 
of suction vortices within large core ~ornadoes. 

It is expected that the role of suction 
vortices in missile generation and localized 
damage mechanisms will be investigated in 
the coming years. In the meantime, however, it is necessary that the data collection system 
dealing with violent tornadoes be expanded on 
a nationwide scale. 

'\ 
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PHOTOGRAMMETRIC ANALYSES OF TORNADOES 
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A. . INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

Since the Dallas tornado-of April 2, 
1957, was analyzed photogra~trically by 
Hoecker, analyses of movie·s have be¢0me. a 
p.rpmising means. of ,detel"111i"nfng wind 1 speeds 
of tornadoes. · The ' s.o-ca l1 ed ~ "photogram
metric analy~is-" has· bee~ so popular that 
a n·umber of rese_a·rchers have accomplished 
object tracking and subseq~ent computations. 

.· • i 

· or·. Golden,-· the .. previous speak.r, sum
marized · the estimated tornado wind ~peeds 
tabulated in his .paper. For further exam
ination of the photogrammetric meth~dology, 
results of movie analyses were ·extr,cted 
from Go 1 den 's paper. . . . 

Wind speed .. 

·a 
170 mph 
112a · 
130 . 
144 
126 
176 
155 
220b 
170b 
222 
28~ 
200 
2658 

220 
159 
170b 
202 

Tornado 

Dallas, 1957 
Fargo, 1957 
Kankakee, 1963 

. I 

Waterspout, 1967 · 
Kona, 1971 · 
Union City, 1973 
Salina, 1973 ! · 
Parker, 1974 '. 
Parker, 1974 I 
Parkez:, 197 4 ; 

I 
Parker, 1974 · 
Xenia, 1974 ; 
Xenia, 1974 : 
Xenia, 1974 : 
Oshkosh, 1974 
Great Bend, 1;974 
Sadorus, i 976 

This table reveals that the photo
granmetric an_alyses, currently performed 
by various researchers, are not always as 
re 1i ab 1 e as the users . think they are. The 
Parker tornado of April 3, 1974,· for exam
ple, was .~nalyi:ed by at.,least three 
researchers. During the Conference on 
April 3-4, 1974 Torna.does, held at the 
Univer·sity of Chicago on July 10, 1974, 
Fujita presented in his movie the 

Translational velocity of . 
tornado . ·• •.. ~ • . . . • • • • • • • . . . • . • . • 50 mph 

Revolving veloci.ty of Suction Vortex 
around Parent Tornado ••.••••.•• 90 mph 

Tangential (spinning) velocity of 
Suction Vortex •••••••••.••.•••• 80 mph 

Total ~indspeed 220 mph 

References in -Golden's paper 

Hoecker (1960) 
Fujita (1960) 
Goldman (1965) 
Golden(----) 
Zipser (1976) . . 
Golden and Davies-Jones· (1975) 

' . ' 

Zipser (----) 
Fujita (1974) 
Agee (1975) 
Forbes (in this paper) 
Forbes (in this paper) 
Fujita (1975) . 
Fujita (1975) 
Golden and Purcell ( - - :- - ) .-
Bl e'¢hman '(1975) 
Golden and Purcell (1975) 
Umenhofer and Fujita (in ~s paper) 

aadd translational speed, 20 tb 30 mpi; bdoes not include tarigential velocity of 
suction vortex; s suction vortex included. 
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